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Efficient Alpha, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. There s a Secret World of Investing Controlled by Angel Investors
and Venture Capital One investment has been the secret of the wealthy for more than 80 years. It
accounts for nearly a fifth of the wealth for million-dollar investors and nearly four-times the return
compared to stocks. For more than eight decades, anyone with less than a million dollars was
locked out of this investment. Government regulators reasoned that investors like you and me
weren t smart enough to handle the high risk and higher return. That all changed in 2016, when for
the first time in a century investment in startup companies became open to everyone. Investing in
startups has led to an average 27 return for wealthy investors, nearly four times the average 7.4
annual return on stocks over the decade to 2013. When asked where they invested their money,
investors with an average of $7.6 million told BNP Wealth Management those alternative
investments like venture capital and startups were their second-largest investment after their own
business. But the government is right in that the risks are high...
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It becomes an awesome publication that I actually have actually read. It really is writter in simple terms and not di icult to understand. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Talia Cormier-- Talia Cormier

This written book is great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not really feel monotony at at any moment of your time
(that's what catalogues are for about when you check with me).
-- Abe Reichel DDS-- Abe Reichel DDS
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